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Despite disruptions from Covid-19, Chesapeake Real
Estate sees a light at the end of the tunnel
May 27, 2020, 8:36pm EDT

Matt Laraway is hoping to bring two big warehouse tenants to Baltimore's suburbs
in the coming months.
Laraway's Chesapeake Real Estate Group has been focused this month on
negotiating new warehouse leases at the Nottingham Ridge Logistics Center in
White Marsh and Brandon Woods III in Anne Arundel County, despite the economic
destruction ushered in by the Covid-19 pandemic. The talks are part of a bigger
push by the firm to seek out new business.
TASHA DOOLEY

Matt Laraway, a partner in Chesapeake Real Estate
Group, has adapted his business due to Covid-19,
but expects his firm to weather the storm.
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The Hanover-based developer is poised to grow even more into 2021, he says, even amid uncertainty in the industrial and
commercial markets in Baltimore and the mid-Atlantic region. To Laraway and his partner Jim Lighthizer, president of the
prestigious NAIOP Maryland chapter, that's the key to opportunity.
But as the saying goes, timing is everything. And to hear Laraway describe the quest, it's a sign of finally moving forward
after two months of of fluctuation.
"For the first time, Jim and I said we feel like without trying to act aggressively, we think it’s time to stop playing defense
and start looking for opportunities," he said. "There could be some here."
Top-tier tenants like Amazon, Best Buy, XPO Logistics and Johns Hopkins have cemented the business path and planning
strategies for Chesapeake Real Estate Group over the last five years.
The tenants occupy massive square footage in warehouses in Anne Arundel, Harford and Baltimore counties. The class A
developments there have provided rent payments and other management and operational fees for Chesapeake Real
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Estate as steady growth in the industrial market has set a high bar of stability in Baltimore’s suburbs due to the rise of
e-commerce.
The prospect of more growth as part of the ripple from the economic crush of the novel coronavirus crisis could cause
some landlords and property owners to exit the market because they can't hang on. Guiding it all, Laraway says, are
lessons learned during the 2008 Great Recession.
"I think now we’ll see what this is going to bring," he said. "The crisis in 2008 through 2013 was touch and go. One of the
keys to stability for us after that was adding two partners to help us grow out of it. That added a sense of stability to the
firm that we didn't have before. We were feast or famine then, and now we have a residual built-in income stream that
gives us flexibility and time to be patient with our tenants."
Laraway cut his teeth in commercial real estate in college when he was an intern taking breaks from Northeastern
University. As a 20-something, he met Lighthizer and the two clicked as business partners. He moved to Baltimore more
than two decades ago — and the rest is history.
"I grew up in a family of architects and engineers and I wasn’t as smart as them, so I got into the sales side of the
business," he said of his path.
His life has evolved over the past three years not only from a business standpoint, but personally, too. Settling down
helped him weather the Covid-19 crisis. He and his family have bonded more over regular dinners at home, and have
volunteered at a Baltimore soup kitchen to feed needy families.
"I'm 43 and I got married three years ago," he said. "Before that, I was 40, single and living in the city. Now I have a wife,
two step daughters, three dogs and I live in the suburbs."
Laraway recalled the anxiety over the Covid-19 crisis while sitting in his office watching the news on Friday the 13th of
March. The stock market trading floor had hit "pause" and Gov. Larry Hogan announced a coming state of emergency.
"I thought, this is not a big deal and we would get through it quickly," Laraway recalls from watching the TV screen. "It
would blow over."
But over the next 10 days, Chesapeake Real Estate's staff was told to work from home and new tech safeguards and fiscal
protocols were put in place. Contact with investors and bankers who Laraway regularly does business with became
scarce.
"None of them were working and it got eerily quiet. We had to shut down, too. It was strange," he said.
Despite it all, he says optimism still rules the day.
"I'm assuming we’re going to come out of this thing in the next 30 to 60 days," he says. "We believe industrial is going to
be OK."

This story is part of a national series from the Business Journals’ 44 newsrooms across the country. Click here to read all
247 stories.
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Melody Simmons
Reporter
Baltimore Business Journal
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